
Is your firm delivering the right client experience? Where should you focus your limited time and resources? How can you best grow 
your business? Your clients are a vital source of knowledge for your business. Ask them!

Six reasons to gather client feedback

1. Assess specific components of your client experience. 

2. Understand your clients’ appetite to refer business.

3. Determine if you have clients who are disengaged or 
uncertain about working with you.

4. Leverage feedback to determine how to allocate dollars and 
staff more strategically.

5. Evaluate opportunities to offer new services.

6. Show clients that you value their perspective.

Ways to gather feedback

Net Promoter Score® (NPS). Are your clients Detractors, 
Passives, or Promoters? Understanding your clients’ willingness 
to refer business to you can inform the state of client loyalty and 
health of the client experience in your firm.

Recurring client survey. Survey all clients periodically and tell 
prospects that you regularly solicit feedback. Benchmarking 
results show that 42% of firms collect client feedback in a 
formalized manner.1

Targeted surveys. These may be time-driven (e.g., first 90 days) 
or topic-focused. Consider having the CEO, COO, or firm owner 
phone new clients.

Task or event feedback. Consider ways to gauge specific client 
experiences with the firm. Ask for feedback following a client’s 
annual meeting, log client satisfaction after service inquiries into 
CRM, or encourage responses to articles or blog features (i.e., 
Was this helpful?).

Face-to-face meetings. These provide an opportunity to gather 
valuable feedback and obtain referrals from happy clients. 
Benchmarking results show that 40% of firms ask for in-person 
feedback from clients.1

Client advisory council. Ask your top clients to provide formal, 
ongoing feedback. (See Client Advisory Council Practice Point.)

Crafting your survey

Keep the questions simple. Ask someone outside the financial 
services industry to review your questions to ensure the survey is 
easy to understand.

Keep the survey short. On average, a client survey contains 13 
questions, although fewer questions might work if you use the 
NPS.2 Increase engagement by keeping the average completion 
time under 10 minutes and varying the question format (e.g., 
multiple choice, ranking, open-ended questions).

Boosting engagement

Send a save-the-date email or short video socializing the survey, 
and give clients two or three weeks to respond. Send one or two 
reminders as the deadline approaches. 

Consider making responses anonymous, with the option to share 
identity. Benchmarking research shows that 61% of firms give 
clients the choice to respond anonymously.1

Offer incentives, such as a charitable donation for every survey 
submitted. Gamify results for advisors and encourage friendly 
competition in sign-up rates. Send the survey to all the members 
of a household, not just a primary contact.

Using survey results

Follow up with clients to thank them and acknowledge their 
feedback. Share a few high-level takeaways from the results. For 
example: 

“Thank you for sharing your feedback. From the survey, we learned that 
you: value sense of security and peace of mind, prefer short infrequent 
communication touch points, and would like to spend more time 
covering your progress towards your goals.”

Sharing feedback internally is a great way to boost morale and 
team engagement. If you have a few key centers of influence it 
can be helpful to share the results. You can also identify and 
evaluate any weaknesses or threats. Just be mindful of survey 
bias and sample size before making any changes.

Identifying your “promoters” and the characteristics of those 
clients most likely to refer can supplement the creation of target 
client profiles and personas. You may also bring up the survey 
results with those ideal clients in meetings to share the feedback 
and reaffirm what is working well from their perspective.     

Client Feedback
PRACTICE POINTS

_________________________
1. Dimensional 2019 Advisor Benchmarks Study. Reflects participants with greater than $1 million in revenue. 
2. Jill Zheng, "How Many Questions Do People Ask?" Survey Monkey blog post, surveymonkey.com/curiosity/how-many-questions-do-people-ask/.
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